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Abstract 

The literature review highlights that previous studies have been identifying risk management as 

an essential tool for project management and could increase the chance of successfully meeting 

project objectives. In addition, as found from the reviewed literature, risk management has been 

seen as a tool of allowing the project team to communicate risk information, so as to enhance the 

decision-making process towards balancing threats and opportunities. Thus, this research aims to 

examine participants’ views on the alignment of risk management, project management and 

organizational project success. Machine learning algorithms are employed to explore collective 

data from posts on twitter in order to obtain valuable knowledge about discussions regarding risk 

management, and project management. Additionally, the corresponding scientific literature 

obtained from Scopus database was analyzed utilizing bibliometric tools, in order to investigate 

diverse perceptions in academia and industry. Findings of this study will have implications for 

practitioners’ perception of project risk management. 

Keywords: Risk management, Project success, Decision making, Project management, Machine 

Learning, Big Data, Bibliometrics.   
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1. Introduction 

In this work, we investigated significant concepts surrounding the project management (PM) and 

risk management (RM), the related concepts, as well as whether any relationship among them 

exist in academia or professional practice. Increasing the understanding of the relation between 

project management, risk management and people perception will lead us to gain knowledge 

about the use of the risk data regarding the decision making process.  This will contribute on 

building project risk aware culture.  Shi in [1] argues that proper implementation of project 

management, creates added value holistically to an organisation, both in strategic and operation 

level. In other words, effective risk management must be defined broadly in order to avoid 

strategic failures, that may lead operational ones. In addition, Drew et al [2] introduce five 

integrated elements that underpin a firm’s ability to manage risks, engage in effective corporate 

governance, and implement new regulatory changes: Culture, Leadership, Alignment, Systems, 

and Structure. Benjamin Franklin in 1748 when offering advice to a young tradesman; said 

“Remember that time is money”. The definition of this statement is very pragmatic; any delay to 

project execution by unexpected or unpredictable factors makes cost increase, thereby directly 

affecting one another.  

Risk is a subjective concept, highly related to people’s perception, and many times extremely 

rare phenomenon occur, which cannot be quantified by statistics or forecasting methods [3].  

This may be an outcome of tradition, attitude, and perception. People have a different behavior to 

the way that they perform risk management; some of them do it more than others or others do not 

do it at all, because is seen as unnecessary overhead [4]. Hence, human perception in the 

execution of the risk management process plays a vital role in the successful deployment of the 

process.  

It is essential that decisions taken in a project take account of the level of risk in the project. 

Therefore, risk management plays a vital role throughout decision making process. Project 

managers and all the parties that are affected by risks have to be fully aware of the risk and their 

impacts on the project objectives.  A primary characteristic of a decision according to Charette 

[5] is that “a decision process must be visible, repeatable, and measurable”. In the decision 

process, project members have to make decisions with consideration of risk in a daily basis. 

Therefore, Risk management and more generally risks have to be a part of daily thinking and 

know-how. It is like a culture, project members have to be fully aware of risk and the 

consequences positive or negative and be able to manage or mitigate them in the most efficient 

way.   
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The willingness of contracting parties to bear risks depends on the factors listed below [6]: 

▪ General attitude to risk; each parties’ preferences for different risk/returns trade-offs  

▪ Perception of project risks 

▪ Ability to confront the consequences of a risk occurring  

▪ Ability to manage the associated uncertainty and thereby mitigate the risk 

▪ Need to obtain work: will affect willingness to take risk directly 

▪ Perception of the risk/return trade-offs of transferring the risk to another party.  

In particular, Barber [7] explains the influences and interrelationships affecting responsiveness of 

risk. The following Figure 1 shows factors such risk information, individuals understanding, 

accountabilities, risk rewards that influence decision making process and therefore increase the 

likelihood of project success, therefore Barber’s work is indicating that there is a direct relation 

between the concepts of risk, decision making and project success. 

 

Figure 1: Responsiveness split into understanding of effective decision making 

In general, the perception of success is changing nowadays from the traditional iron triangle that 

focused on time, cost and quality. Recent examples are the mega-project of Burj Khalifa where 

the plan cost was $M876 and the final cost reached $B1.5. Although the above examples of 

projects do not satisfy the iron triangle and some of the stakeholders’ expectations, they are still 

considered as efficient finally. Therefore, how project success perceived is more a philosophical 
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question that can be analysed from different aspects. According to Turner and Zolin [8], a project 

should be evaluated beyond its immediate completion, while mega projects will have a wider 

range of stakeholders making judgments. This work investigates the relation between project 

success and risk management, which go beyond the traditional iron-triangle, to the existence of 

the project. Risk management is an essential tool through the traditional project life-cycle, but 

also beyond its initial completion. Therefore, perceptions of people influence decision making 

process at the modern life cycle of a project, highly affecting its success. To this end, in this 

work, a big data investigation was performed, utilizing Scopus [9] and twitter [10] databases as 

well as machine learning algorithms for their analysis. 

2. Bibliometric Literature Review 

2.1 Machine Learning Deployment for Project Success with focus on Project Management  

In order to investigate a large database of papers on project success, and reach reliable 

conclusions respectively, this work deployed the use of machine learning algorithms. In 

particular, a novel bibliometric procedure developed in [11] was utilized to analyze the current 

work’s database. This will demonstrate the terminologies that used alongside with project 

success, as well as their inter-associations. Therefore, a database was developed from Scopus for 

the purpose of understanding and analyzing project success from the literature. As a general 

concept, project success has received a considerable attention within the project management 

literature over the last three decades [12]. 

The database was derived from the Scopus website [9]. The term project success is used as a 

research term in the field of keyword. This investigation will facilitate the better understanding 

of the literature on the field of project success. It is important to identify other keywords and 

make a final database closer to the project success. As a first step a database with 2822 papers 

was identified. For this analysis the database was comprehensively checked and limited to 

publications with project management focus, therefore the query was limited by choosing 

specific keywords from the drop down menu which was more relevant for this investigation. 

Final results constituted a list of 1.243 items from journals, books and peering review conference 

proceedings. The database can therefore be considered as a reliable material for further analysis 

with text mining machine learning and tools. Next step was to extract the basic keywords 

included in the database.  

Due to the vast contained information, regarding the keywords, the authors decided to make a 

further classification of the keywords using fundamental of the project management theories and 

available approached from the literature. Projects where classified using Newton [13] approach. 
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According to Newton there are two categories the engineering and management projects. Where 

the first encompass civil, electrical, mechanical, where the deliverables are physical objects such 

as a bridge or engine. The second category refers to thing like developing an IT system where the 

final result is not considered to be physical item but a process or a system. DeWit [14] top 

success criteria were also used as generic classification (Delivering on time, cost and budget).  

On main limitation of the database was that there are not standardised project management 

keywords so this is make it very difficult and time consuming for researchers to make relations 

of terminologies.  

The authors found it useful to also include the standard terminology from the PMI and APM 

associations. Accordingly, the 10 PMI knowledge areas will be used as a further categorization 

among with the behavioral and the contextual competencies adopted by APM (2008). In 

addition, because this research is based on actors the role of project manager was also considered 

as separate category for the classification.  

2.2 Numerical Procedure 

The next Table 1 demonstrates the computational process for the constitution of the bibliometric 

map. The procedure initially reads programmatically the author keywords column from the *.csv 

file -exported from Scopus- and calculates of the co-occurrence table of the keywords (Figure 2). 

Through the constitution of the co-occurrence table the simultaneous existence of the keywords 

is demonstrated. The colors of the map indicate the amount of co-existence of the keywords. For 

example, in Figure 2, it is depicted that project management and project success, exhibit major 

co-occurrence (yellow color), the project risk management with technologies and it processes 

immense, project performance and project stakeholder management with project success high, 

project manager and project team with project success medium, and, governance of project 

manager/ top management support, communication, complexity and strategy with project success 

as well as with almost all the other existing keywords, low. 
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Figure 2: co-occurrence colored matrix 

Consequently, the similarity matrix is formulated, and the dis-similarity matrix is computed by 

inversing each component of the similarity matrix. Accordingly, the optimization algorithm, 

initialize randomly the positions p = (xi, yi) of each item (keyword), and calculates the distances 

among the features on the bibliometric map. The objective function is the norm of the deviation 

between the pairwise distances, and the matching dis-similarities. After a vast amount of 

optimization steps and objective function calculations, the optimal values of the positions xi are 

exploited to depict the outcomes on the bibliometric map. 

Table 1: Algorithm for the Clustering 

1. cij: = contingency table (co-occurrence of objects) 

2. sij∶= similarity 

3. dsij∶=
1

sij
  (dis-similarity)  

4.  dij= ‖xi − xj‖ (distance on map) 

5.  fij ∶= |dsij − dij| (objective function) 

6. Optimality criteria satisfied? 

 

7. End => drawing of bibliometric map 

` 

YES 

NO 

Optimization Algorithm 
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The bibliometric map represents each item (keyword), located in a point on the 2-Dimensional 

drawing, with (x, y) coordinates. The entities (keywords), which found to co-occur, are linked 

though a line, with width proportional to the co-occurences, that is to say the similarity (link 

strength) between the objects. The distance among the items indicate their dis-similarity, which 

is written in the middle of each link (exact value), with a suggestive arrow (->), while the 

corresponding dis-similarity is reported in parenthesis. Finally, each object’s font size is 

equivalent to its number of occurrences, in order to direct identify the most important objects 

(keywords). 

 

Figure 3: Overview of project success keywords bibliometric map 

Consistently with the above described procedure, in Figure 3, the overview of the database 

regarding project success keywords, bibliometric map for the thirty top keywords existing is 

demonstrated. The map is optimally consistent with the co-occurrence matrix as described 

previously. However, it contains significant information depicting the overall associations of the 

keywords studied, as the relative positions of the keywords on the bibliometric map, is an 

indicator of the conceptual association among them. For example, in Figure 4, in the center of 

the map, the keywords project success, project management and technologies and IT processes 

were identified. Furthermore, the keyword project success is highly associated with keyword 

engineering projects, which was previously described by Newton [13], classification theory 

approach, were deliverables are physical objects. Another important relationship that was 

indicated on the bibliometric map, is that a significant amount of research papers was mentioning 

developing countries. Furthermore, the keywords project manager and project stakeholders are 

highly related to the project success as well, because they were positioned in the central region of 

the map. 
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Figure 4: Focus of bibliometric map top keywords 

Finally, Figure 4, which is a focus of the core area of Figure 3, reveals that the keyword project 

risk management, is highly associated with the keyword project management. Because this 

analysis is based on a rigorous computational methodology and on adequate database of peer 

reviewed papers it can be reliably to conclude that in scientific literature on project success the 

concept of project management is studied simulated with the concept of risks management. This 

finding is contradictory from the later analysis from twitter. Therefore it is proposed to 

practionares to investigate more on the importance of risk management in the project context. 

While literature demonstrates the importance, people discussion from social medial does not 

perceive risk management as an important discussion when referring to projects.  

 

3.Text Mining using twitter data  

Text mining is an application of data mining to find patterns in the text [15]. In addition, the text 

mining provides a valuable business decisions insight, from text-based content such as word 

documents, emails and postings on social media streams as Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. For 

data analysis, public user-generated content derived from Twitter, a text sharing social media 

network, is used [16]. In our case, we have collected tweets regarding the project management, 

risk and risk management as well as the relationship among these keywords. The data analysis 

process consists of a) data acquisition, b) data cleansing and storage, c) data querying and 

filtering and d) data visualization. For the data acquisition process, the system communicates 

with Twitter repeatedly through their RESTfulWeb Services (RESTful APIs) to collect all the 
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new generated data in an unstructured form, such as post text and language, image URLs, likes, 

shares, dates and times, etc.  

After the acquisition, data cleansing and transformation is needed to select the required data and 

transform them into a structured form to be stored in the SQL database. The data from the main 

SQL database table (holding all the collected and transformed records) is also transferred to a 

cloud data warehouse. Data visualizations can reveal popularity and sentiment for specific 

hashtags during the examining period. Using text mining/sentiment analysis it is found that 

positive sentiment dominates during that period, while the negative posts are at low levels [17]. 

Data was collected approximately for two months (start 24/01/19- finish 26/03/19). A total of 

99.894 posts tweets from 32.775 users, 46797 likes and 671.938 shares (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: All hashtags - Overview 

Figure 5 demonstrates a generic overview of all the results gathered from the search of project 

management (risk/risk management). It is important to note here that the authors tried to 

investigate on using the project success keyword; however, the obtained results were insufficient 

for big data analysis. Therefore, the research concentrated only on the keywords mentioned 

above.  
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In particular Fig.4 presents the proportion of positives negative and neutral words appeared in 

the study tweets. It is worth mentioning that utilizing sentiment analysis, the majority of the 

studied tweets contained positive words (66,78%). Additionally, the posted tweets were obtained 

mainly from male users (74,4%) rather than female (25,56%) indicating that males are more 

active project management practitioners on sharing their opinion through social media. 

Finally, it was revealed that the tweets were consisted by different languages such as English, 

Spanish, French, Italian and German words. However, the majority of tweets are posted in 

English (93,64%) 

 

  

Figure 6:All hashtags – word clouds 

A further analyses of the days of the week and the peak hours that posted the tweets was also 

investigated. The results are presented in Figure 6, highlighting that the tweets were posted on 

working days as well as working hours. Limited activity has been shown on weekends. Figure 6 

also depicts the word clouds of the hashtags and the words used to formulate the message.   
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Figure 7: Query for #projectmanagement AND (risk OR riskmanagement) 

 

Further study demonstrated a deeper knowledge about the content of the tweets (Figure 7). In 

particular, when the hashtags #projectmanagement AND (risk OR riskmanagement) where 

combined in the database query then the resulting posts where 473 only, published by 208 users 

with 197 likes and 231 shares. It is revealed that on the common word cloud the most popular 

hashtags are #Cyber, #data, #machinelearning, #engineering, #riskanalysis, etc. In addition, in 

the same Figure 7, some of the most popular words are cost, software, innovation, register, 

change, resource and knowledge.  
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Figure 8: Query for #projectmanagement 

Finally, it is important to show data revealed separately from the area of project management. 

Figure 8, shows that some common hashtags were #artifitialintelligence #planning, #leadership, 

#construction, #technology, #engeneering, #mashinelearning, #security, #productivity, etc. 

Through this analysis it was revealed that risk or risk management was not in the most popular 

hashtags when people are discussing project management. This is contradictory with the 

previous research done in Scopus, where academic research in project management is very 

closely related to risk management. Therefore, it could be argued that practitioners’ perception 

about the importance of risk into project are limited. The question is why practitioners are not 

engaging with the importance of risk in the project context; when most of them think that it is 

important. Do really practitioners do proper risk management; and if they do actually why its 

benefits is an open question. The challenges are to investigate why if so important is not 

discussed enough. This work shows that there is a gap between academic and public perspective 

in the importance of the use of risk management.  

 

Through the above analysis, we could argue that engineering, and IT have a significant influence 

in project management, both in academic publications and people’s discussions in twitter. The 

fourth industrial revolution exhibits a high impact in projects, as revealed by the corresponding 

discussions. Similarly, risk, is highly associated with the same concepts, of cyber-security, 

artificial intelligence, big data analytics and relevant topics. 
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4. Conclusions 

 

Risk management and more generally risks have to be a part of daily thinking and know-how. It 

is like a culture; project members have to be fully aware of risk and the consequences positive or 

negative and be able to manage or mitigate them in the most efficient way. This paper was an 

investigation in the area of project management and risk management insights from academic 

and practitioner’s  risk management in relation to project success.  As a general concept project 

success has received a considerable attention with the project management literature over the last 

three decades [12]. This research utilized data from social media (twitter) and from an academic 

literature database (Scopus). Hence, in order to investigate a large database of academic papers 

on project success, and reach reliable conclusions, this work deployed in the research 

methodology the use of machine learning algorithms. In particular, a novel bibliometric 

procedure developed in [11], was utilized to analyze the current work’s database. Then in order 

to identify different patterns and practitioners’ opinions, the research looked on data derived 

from twitter and analysed it using big data analytics techniques. The present study provides 

additional evidence with respect to the relation between risk management, project success and 

people’s perception. 

 

In particular, from the study on Scopus, it was found that project management, project success 

and risk management are highly associated in academic research. In addition, the same data, 

revealed that publications are more generated from the engineering and it fields, as the top 

keywords appearing in the Bibliometric map which is highly related to project success, project 

stakeholders, the project manager, process tools and techniques. Furthermore, it is encouraging, 

that projects from developing countries, highly contribute to the academic research. The second 

analysis, with twitter data, verify Engineering and IT sectors’ importance in formulating public 

opinions. Also, discussion on project management, mainly concern topics as tools, planning, 

learning, skills, big data and people. The deeper investigation regarding the relation among 

project management and risk or risk management, as attained by a specific database query, 

shown that 99884 total tweets, were limited to 473 tweets only. This further underlines the 

insufficient use of risk data in people’s decision making with respect to project management. 

This work is a part of an ongoing research on increasing the awareness of people towards a risk 

aware culture. 
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